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1. JOSIAH CORRORDON KINGSBURY. Parents: Solomon Kingsbury and Barbara Amanda Fease. b 2 May 1812 Enfield, Hartford, Connecticut, and Caroline Whitney (deceased), born 10 March 1816 Jay, Essex, New York, were sealed husband and wife (without proxy) for time and all eternity by Joseph Smith Jr. 23 March 1843, in the presence of Newel Kimball Whitney, Elizabeth Ann Whitney, and Sarah Ann Whitney Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.³

2. CAROLINE WHITNEY. Parents: Samuel Whitney and Susannah Kimball. b 10 Mar 1816 Jay, Essex, NY d 16 Oct 1842 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Civil marriage to Joseph Corrordon Kingsbury 3 Feb 1836 Kirksland, Georgia, OH. Sealed for time and eternity (without proxy) to Joseph Corrordon Kingsbury 23 Mar 1843 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Repeat sealing for time and eternity (Dorcas Adelia Moore proxy) to Joseph Corrordon Kingsbury 4 Mar 1845 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Repeat (third) sealing for time and eternity (Dorcas Adelia Moore proxy) to Joseph Corrordon Kingsbury 26 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Parent of 3 children. (See Cook, Nauvoo Deaths and Marriages.)

3. The wording of the ceremony is preserved in the journal of Joseph Corrordon Kingsbury, Marriott Library, University of Utah: "I Seal thee up to come forth in the first resurrection unto eternal life—And thy Companion Caroline who is now dead thou shalt have in the first Resurrection for I seal thee up for and in her behalf to come forth in the 1st Resurrection unto eternal lives (and it shall be as though She was present herself and thou Shalt have her and She Shall be thine & no one Shall have power to take her from thee, and you both Shall be crowned and embraced to dwell together in a Kingdom in the Celestial Glory in the presence of God And you Shall enjoy each other! Society & embraces in all the fulness of the Gospel of Jesus Christ unto all time without End And I Seal these blessings upon thee and thy Companion in the name of Jesus Christ for thou shalt receive the holy anointing & Endowment in this house prepare you for all these blessings even So Amen."

[2]

Fyrum Smith, born 9 February 1800 Tunbridge, Orange, Vermont, and Jerusha Barden (deceased), died 15 February 1805 Norfolk, Litchfield, Connecticut, were sealed husband and wife for time and all eternity, Mary Fielding acting proxy for the deceased, by Joseph Smith Jr 29 May 1843 Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.⁴ Fyrum Smith and Mary Fielding were sealed husband and wife for time and all eternity by Joseph Smith Jr, 29 May 1843, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.⁴

1. HYRUM SMITH. Parents: Joseph Smith and Lucy Mack. b 9 Feb 1800, Tunbridge, Orange, VT d 27 Jun 1844, Carthage, Hancock, IL. Civil marriage to Jerusha Barden 2 Nov 1826 Manchester, Ontario, NY. Civil marriage to Mary Fielding 24 Dec 1837 Kirksland, Georgia, OH. Sealed for time and eternity to Jerusha Barden deceased (Mary Fielding proxy) 29 May 1843 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Sealed for me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me and unto me...
11 Apr 1873). After reconciliation again sealed for time and eternity to Ann Elizabeth Higg 2 Jun 1873 Salt Lake City, UT. (See “Salt Lake City Record of the Dead.”) Book B, entry No. 9358 for death date and place and birth date and place. See Deseret Evening News 9 Dec 1879 for obituary and report of funeral services.

William Clayton Diary, 21 November 1843, Church Archives and James B. Allen, No Tol’ Nor Labor Fear: The Story of William Clayton (Provo: Brigham Young University Press, 2002). Strangely, this ordinance was not repeated in the Nauvoo Temple. It became an established sealing practice at Nauvoo, presumably before the death of the Prophet, that a female could not be sealed to her deceased husband for "time and eternity" without also being sealed "for time" to a living spouse (even if the spouse was non-mormon). However, there is no evidence that Margaret Major Lawrence Bickford was sealed "for time" to her civil husband Josiah Bickford (or to any other person) on this occasion.

[24]

Frederick Granger Williams (deceased), born 28 October 1787 Suffield, Hartford, Connecticut and Rebecca Swain, born 3 Aug 1798 Loyalsock, Lycoming, Pennsylvania were sealed husband and wife for time and all eternity, Heber Chas Kimball sealing for proxy for the deceased, by Brigham Young, 2 September 1844 Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

Heber Chas Kimball and Rebecca Swain were sealed husband and wife for time by Brigham Young, 2 September 1844, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

1. Frederick Granger Williams. Parents: William Wheeler Williams and Ruth Granger. b 28 Oct 1787 Suffield, Hartford, CT d 10 Oct 1842 Quincy, Adams, IL. Civil marriage to Rebecca Swain 25 Dec 1815 Warrensville, Cuyahoga, OH. Sealed for time and eternity (Heber Chas Kimball proxy) to Rebecca Swain 2 Sep 1844 Nauvoo Temple, Hancock, IL. Repeat sealing for time and eternity (Heber Chas Kimball proxy) to Rebecca Swain 7 Feb 1846 Nauvoo Temple. (See “Cemetery Book--City of Quincy,” 1840-1847 for death date and place: “Dr. F. G. Williams,” 11 Oct 1842, Lot 33, N Blk.)

2. Rebecca Swain. Parents: Isaac Swain and Elizabeth Hall. b 3 Aug 1798 Loyalsock, Lycoming, PA d 25 Sep 1861 Smithfield, Cache, UT. Civil marriage to Frederick Granger Williams 25 Dec 1815 Warrensville, Cuyahoga, OH. Sealed for time and eternity to Frederick Granger Williams deceased (Heber Chas Kimball proxy) 2 Sep 1844 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Frederick Granger Williams deceased (Heber Chas Kimball proxy) 7 Feb 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Sealed for time to Heber Chas Kimball 7 Feb 1846 Nauvoo Temple. (See Deseret Evening News 12 Feb 1862 for death date and place, age, and name of husband. This source identifies her as “Rebecca, relict of the late Frederick G. Williams.”)

3. Heber Chas Kimball. Parents: Solomon Kimball and Anna Spaulding. b 14 Jan 1801 Sheldon, Franklin, VT d 22 Jun 1868 Salt Lake City, UT. Civil marriage to
[46] Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury, born 2 May 1812 Enfield, Hartford, Connecticut and
Caroline Whitney (deceased), born 10 March 1816 Jay, Essex, New York, were sealed husband and wife for time and all eternity. Dorcas Adelia Moore acting proxy for the deceased, by Heber Chase Kimball, 4 March 1845, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury and Dorcas Adelia Moore were sealed husband and wife for time and eternity by Heber Chase Kimball, 4 March 1845, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

1. See biographical information for Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury above.
2. See biographical information for Caroline Whitney above.
3. Dorcas Adelia Moore. Parents: Thomas Moore and Mahala Dorcas Eggleton Higley. b 22 Jan 1828 Bennington, Greene, NY d 27 Dec 1869 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury 4 Mar 1845 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury 26 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. (See "Salt Lake City Record of the Dead," Book B, entry No. 4216, for death date and place, birth date and place, and cause of death. This record has birth year 1829. See Deseret News 28 Dec 1869 for obituary.)

4. The vicarius aspect of this ceremony is repetitious inasmuch as Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury and Caroline Whitney deceased were antecedently sealed husband and wife for time and eternity (see above). The propria persona aspect of this ceremony is not repetitious.
5. See Diary of Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury for record and date of this ceremony.


---

[47] Joseph Smith Jr (deceased), born 23 December 1805, Sharon, Windsor, Vermont and
Sarah Ann Whitney Kingsbury, born 22 March 1825 Kirtland, Geauga, Ohio, were sealed husband and wife for time and all eternity, Heber Chase Kimball acting proxy for the deceased, by Brigham Young, 17 March 1845, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

Heber Chase Kimball and Sarah Ann Whitney Kingsbury were sealed husband and wife for time by Brigham Young, 17 March 1845, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

1. See biographical information for Joseph Smith Jr above.
2. See biographical information for Sarah Ann Whitney Kingsbury above.
3. Parents: Newel Kimball Whitney and Elizabeth Ann Smith. b 22 Mar 1825 Kirtland, Geauga, OH d 4 Sep 1873 Salt Lake City, UT. Civil marriage to Joseph Corrodon Kingsbury 29 Apr 1843 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL (mariage blance). Sealed for time and eternity to Joseph Smith Jr 27 Jul 1844 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Joseph Smith Jr (Heber Chase Kimball proxy) 17 Mar 1845 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Sealed for time to Heber Chase Kimball 17 Mar 1845 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Repeat (third) sealing for time and eternity to Joseph Smith Jr (Heber Chase Kimball proxy) 12 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Repeat sealing for time to Heber Chase Kimball 12 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. (See Cook, Nauvoo Deaths and Marriages 104 for record of civil marriage; see Deseret News Weekly 10 Sep 1873 for obituary and "Salt Lake City Record of the Dead." Book B, entry No. 5915 for death date and place, birth date and state, and cause of death. See also, Diary of Joseph F. Smith, 6 Sep 1873: "At the funeral of Sister Ann Smith, daughter of N. K. Whitney, who was one of the first to be sealed to the Prophet Joseph Smith.

4. See biographical information for Heber Chase Kimball above.

5. The vicarius aspect of this ceremony is repetitious inasmuch as Joseph Smith Jr and Sarah Ann Whitney were antecedently sealed husband and wife for time and eternity. The propria persona aspect of this ceremony is not repetitious.

6. See Account Book of Newel K. Whitney, 17 Mar 1845, for record of this ceremony.

---

[48] Joseph Smith Jr (deceased), born 23 December 1805 Sharon, Windsor, Vermont and
Rhoda Richards, born 8 August 1784 Framingham, Middlesex, Massachusetts, were sealed husband and wife for time and all eternity, Brigham Young acting proxy for the deceased, by (unknown officiant) early 1845, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

Brigham Young and Rhoda Richards were sealed husband and wife for time by (unknown officiant), early 1845, Nauvoo, Hancock, Illinois.

1. See biographical information for Joseph Smith Jr above.
2. Rhoda Richards. Parents: Joseph Richards and Rhoda Howe. b 8 Aug 1784 Framingham, Middlesex, MA d 17 Jan 1879 Salt Lake City, UT. Contract of wedding engagement with Ebenezer Damon 1812 Holliston, Middlesex, MA not resulting in marriage due to Damon's premature death Dec 1813. Sealed for time and eternity to Joseph Smith Jr 12 Jun 1843 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Joseph Smith Jr (Brigham Young proxy) early 1845, Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Sealed 5
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Feb 1856 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Lavina Mitchell (b 22 Jun 1857 England) 7 Sep 1856 President Brigham Young's Office, Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time to Mary McGee/McRae Black (widow of George Black) 18 Jul 1846. Pikes Creek, Missouri River. Sealed for time and eternity to Phoebe Abigail Abbott (daughter of Abigail Smith Abbott) 17 Oct 1850 Ogden, Weber, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 7 Feb 1855 (place unknown). Sealed for time and eternity to Lavina Mitchell 7 Sep 1856 Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Darshula Catharine Shupe 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Lavina Mitchell 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time to Mary McGee/McRae Black 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time to Cecilia Henrietta Cordilebelli 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Harriet Wood 17 Sep 1859 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Maria Mitchell 7 Oct 1859 Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Harriet Wood 19 Sep 1861 Endowment House, Utah. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Maria Mitchell 19 Sep 1861 Endowment House. (See Deceased, 2 Oct 1863, for obituary. His early death resulted from an accident in which he lost his limb in the cog of a sugar cane mill.)


Susan Foutz (Deceased) 3 were sealed Husbands & wives for time & all eternity. Esther Jones 4 acting proxy for & in behalf of Martha Steavens (Deceased) & also in behalf of Susan Foutz (Deceased) by B. Young in presence of H.C. Kimball, O. Hyde & E. M. Green.

John D. Lee Clerk.

James Brown 5 born Sept 29, 1801. Rowan Co, N. Carolina. Martha Stephens (Deceased) 6 were sealed Husbands & wives for time & all eternity. Esther Jones 7 acting proxy for & in behalf of Martha Steavens (Deceased) & also in behalf of Susan Foutz (Deceased) by B. Young in presence of H.C. Kimball, O. Hyde & E. M. Green.

John D. Lee Clerk.

1. James Brown. Parents: James Brown and Mary/Polly Williams, b 29 Sep 1801 Rowan Co, NC d 30 Sep 1863 Ogden, Weber, UT. Civil marriage to Martha Stephens 1 Mar 1823 Rowan Co, NC. Civil marriage Susan Foutz 25 Jan 1841 Adams Co, IL. Civil marriage to Esther Jones Roper 20 Nov 1842 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Sealed for time and eternity to Martha Stephens deceased (Esther Jones Roper proxy) 30 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Sealed for time and eternity to Susan Foutz deceased (Esther Jones Roper proxy) 30 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Sealed for time and eternity to Esther Jones Roper 30 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Sealed for time and eternity to Sarah (Sally) meadowood Wood 10 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple (divorced by 1848). Sealed for time to Abigail Smith Abbott (widow of Stephen Joseph Abbott) 8 Feb 1846 Nauvoo Temple. sealed for time to Cecilia Henrietta Corns Rebelleza (widow of Charles Rebelleza) 26 Dec 1854 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Darshula Catharine Shupe 17 Dec 1854 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 7 Feb 1855 (place unknown). Sealed for time and eternity to Lavina Mitchell 7 Sep 1856 Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Darshula Catharine Shupe 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Lavina Mitchell 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time to Mary McGee/McRae Black 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time to Cecilia Henrietta Cordilebelli 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Harriet Wood 17 Sep 1859 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Maria Mitchell 7 Oct 1859 Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Harriet Wood 19 Sep 1861 Endowment House, Utah. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Maria Mitchell 19 Sep 1861 Endowment House. (See Deceased, 2 Oct 1863, for obituary. His early death resulted from an accident in which he lost his limb in the cog of a sugar cane mill.)


Susan Foutz (Deceased) 3 were sealed Husbands & wives for time & all eternity. Esther Jones 4 acting proxy for & in behalf of Martha Steavens (Deceased) & also in behalf of Susan Foutz (Deceased) by B. Young in presence of H.C. Kimball, O. Hyde & E. M. Green.

John D. Lee Clerk.

1. James Brown. Parents: James Brown and Mary/Polly Williams, b 29 Sep 1801 Rowan Co, NC d 30 Sep 1863 Ogden, Weber, UT. Civil marriage to Martha Stephens 1 Mar 1823 Rowan Co, NC. Civil marriage Susan Foutz 25 Jan 1841 Adams Co, IL. Civil marriage to Esther Jones Roper 20 Nov 1842 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Sealed for time and eternity to Martha Stephens deceased (Esther Jones Roper proxy) 30 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Sealed for time and eternity to Susan Foutz deceased (Esther Jones Roper proxy) 30 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Sealed for time and eternity to Esther Jones Roper 30 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Sealed for time and eternity to Sarah (Sally) meadowood Wood 10 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple (divorced by 1848). Sealed for time to Abigail Smith Abbott (widow of Stephen Joseph Abbott) 8 Feb 1846 Nauvoo Temple. sealed for time to Cecilia Henrietta Corns Rebelleza (widow of Charles Rebelleza) 26 Dec 1854 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Darshula Catharine Shupe 17 Dec 1854 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 7 Feb 1855 (place unknown). Sealed for time and eternity to Lavina Mitchell 7 Sep 1856 Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Mary Woolerton 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Darshula Catharine Shupe 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Lavina Mitchell 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time to Mary McGee/McRae Black 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time to Cecilia Henrietta Cordilebelli 27 Mar 1857 Endowment House, Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Harriet Wood 17 Sep 1859 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Maria Mitchell 7 Oct 1859 Salt Lake City, UT. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Harriet Wood 19 Sep 1861 Endowment House, Utah. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Maria Mitchell 19 Sep 1861 Endowment House. (See Deceased, 2 Oct 1863, for obituary. His early death resulted from an accident in which he lost his limb in the cog of a sugar cane mill.)


Susan Foutz (Deceased) 3 were sealed Husbands & wives for time & all eternity. Esther Jones 4 acting proxy for & in behalf of Martha Steavens (Deceased) & also in behalf of Susan Foutz (Deceased) by B. Young in presence of H.C. Kimball, O. Hyde & E. M. Green.

John D. Lee Clerk.
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Igham Young her Parents having given her to him for that purpose. she was also sealed to H. C. Kimball for time. (His wife Vilate Kimball was also sealed to him— at the Alter.) By Pres. B. Young— In the essence of John Taylor A. P. Rockwood, Amasa Lyman & Jos. Young. John D. Lee Clerk.

1. See biographical information for Sarah Ann Whitney above.
2. See biographical information for Joseph Smith Jr above.
3. See biographical information for Heber Chase Kimball above.
4. The sacrius as well as the prople persona aspects of this ceremony are petitioned inasmuch as Sarah Whitney Kingsbury was antecedently sealed for time & eternity to Joseph Smith Jr and previously sealed for time to Heber Chase Kimball.
5. See "A Book of Proxy," No. 4. The text of the original record is retained in this entry.

[59]

Jan 13, '46
Eliza Maria Patridge1 April 20, 1820 Painesville, Geauga Co. Ohio. Jos. Smith (deceased)2 Dec 23 1835 Sharon Windsor Co. Vermont were sealed Husband & wife for time & all Eternity (Amasa Lyman5 citing proxy [for] Jos. Smith Dead) by Pres. B. Young.1 She was also Sealed to Amasa Lyman for time by Pres. B. Young. In presence of I. C. Kimball— F. D. Richard[s] & John D. Lee Clerk.

1. See biographical information for Eliza Maria Patridge above.
2. See biographical information for Joseph Smith Jr above.
3. See biographical information for Amasa Lyman above.
4. The sacrius as well as the prople persona aspects of this ceremony are petitioned inasmuch as Joseph Smith Jr and Eliza Maria Patridge were antecedently sealed husband and wife for time and eternity, and Amasa Lyman and Eliza Maria Patridge were previously sealed husband and wife for time (see above).
5. See "A Book of Proxy," No. 5. The text of the original record is retained in this entry.

[60]

Jan 13 '46
Lydia Smith (Deceased)1 Jan 17 1809 T. Newery Oxford Co. Maine— Dominiccan Carter2 born June 21 1806 Scarborough Cumberland Co. Maine— were Sealed Husband & wife for time & all Eternity (Mary

poxey sealings 1843-1846

Du[e]ry1 acting proxy for the deceased) By Pres. B. Young. In presence of John D. Lee Stephen Markham & F. D. Richards.

John D. Lee Clerk

2. DOMINICAN CARTER. Parents: John C. Carter and Hannah Knight Libby. b 21 Jun 1806 Scarborough, Cumberland, ME d 2 Feb 1884 Provo, UT. Civil marriage to Lydia Smith 11 May 1828 Newry, Oxford, ME. Civil marriage to Sylvia Ames. Meachan 28 Mar 1839 Adams Co. IL (divorced by Oct 1845). Sealed for time and eternity to Mary Darflee 26 Jan 1845 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Civil marriage to Mary Darflee 11 Oct 1845 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Sealed for time and eternity to Sophonita Babcock 1 Nov 1845 Nauvoo, Hancock, IL. Sealed for time and eternity to Lydia Smith deceased (Mary Darflee proxy) 13 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Mary Darflee 13 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Sophonita Babcock about 1847 (place unknown). Sealed for time and eternity to Polly Miner 4 Oct 1851 (Provo, UT). Sealed for time and eternity to Elizabeth Brown 20 Jun 1852 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Frances Nash (b 4 Oct 1835 England) 6 Jan 1857 Upper Room, President Brigham Young Office, Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Caroline Elizabeth Hubbard 20 Oct 1854 Salt Lake City, UT. Sealed for time and eternity to Eliza Babcock (date unknown but prior to 1867). Repeat sealing for time and eternity to Sophonita Babcock deceased (Eliza Babcock proxy) 9 Feb 1868 Salt Lake City, UT. (See "Provo Seepox Record," 1856-1885, for death date and place, birth date and place and name of parents. See also, "Provo Territorial Inquiries," 5 Feb 1884 for obituary: "Elder Dominic Carter quietly passed to his reward at 35 minutes past 11 o'clock on Saturday night [Feb. 2]. See also, Diary of David John, 2 Feb 1884: 'Elder Dominic Carter died this date, after a long and useful life. I visited him about once a day for 2 weeks, he had no desire to live during his [final] illness but manifested a desire to depart this life."")
3. MARY DURFLEE. Parents: Edward Durflee and Magdalena Pickle. b 21 Mar 1810 Amboy, Oswego, NY d 6 Dec 1885 Provo, Utah. UT. Civil marriage to Dominiccan Carter 2 Jan 1844 or 11 Oct 1845. Sealed for time and eternity to Dominiccan Carter 13 Jan 1846 Nauvoo Temple. (See "Provo Seepox Record," 1856-1886, for death date and place, birth date and place, names of parents, and name of husband.)
4. See "A Book of Proxy," No. 6. The text of the original record is retained in this entry.

[61]

Jan 134 '46
Martin Horton Peck1 born May 274 1806, Rehoboth, Bristol Co. Mass. Susan Caroline Clough (deced)2 born [January] 2 1804 Danvile Caledonia Co. State Vermont were Sealed Husband & wife for time & all Eternity (Mary Thorn3 acting proxy for the Deceased) by Pres. B.
Book of Sealings – Wives to Husbands (Proxy), 7 January – 5 February 1846

A Book of Proxy

[Sealings (proxy)- Wives to Husbands

Nauvoo Temple 7 January 5 Feb. 1846 C. R. 3421

Proxy Sealing

Entry No. 1 Jan. 7th 1846

Pres. Brigham Young was born June 1, 1801 town of Whittingham M. Windsor County State of Vermont

Mariam Works (deceased) June 7th 1806 Auralius Cayuga Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time and for all Eternity (Mary Ann Angell acting Proxy for the deceased) by Heber Chase Campbell In presence of P. P. Pratt O. Pratt & Hyde

John D. Lee

Clerk

No. 2 Jan. 10 '46

Parley Parker Pratt born April 12, 1807.

Burlington Otsego co. N. Y.

Thankful Halsey (Deceased)

Elizabeth Brotherton acting proxy for the Deceased were sealed Husband & Wife for time & for all Eternity by Brigham Young in presence of H. C. Kimball & J. H. Grant and E. M. Greene

John D. Lee

Clerk

No. 3 Jan 10 46

James Brown born Sept. 29. 1801. Bowen Co. N. Carolina

Martha Hopkins (Deceased)
Susan Foutz (Deceased)

(1)

were sealed Husband & wives for time & all Eternity Ester James acting proxy for & in behalf Martha Stevens (Deceased) & also in behalf of Susan Foutz (Deceased) by B. Young in presence of H. C. Kimball O. Hyde & E. M. Greene

John D. Lee
Clerk

No. 4 Jan 12 46

Sarah Ann Whitney born

Pres. Joseph (Deceased)

were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Heber Chase Kimball acting Proxy for Joseph Smith deceased) by Brigham Young her parents having given her to him for that purpose. She was also sealed to H. C. kimball for time (His wife Vilate Kimball having presented her to him at the Alter) by Pres. B. Young In the presence of John Taylor A. P. Rockwood Amasa Lyman & Jos Young-

John D. Lee
Clerk

No. 5 Jan 13 46

Eliza Maria partridge April 20, 1820

Painsville Geauga Co. Ohio

Pres. Joseph (Deceased) Dec 23 1805 Sharon Winsor Co. Vermont (2) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Amasa Lyman acting Proxy for Joseph Smith deceased) by B. Young She was also sealed to Amasa Lyman for time by Pres. B. Young In presence of H. C. Kimball F. D. Richards & John Taylor

John D. Lee
Clerk
No. 6 Jan 13 46

Lydia Smith (Deceased) Jan 18 1809 T. Newery Oxford Co. Maine -

Dominicus Carter born June 21 1805. Scarborough Cumberland Co. Maine were sealed
Husband & Wife for time & all eternity (Mary Durphy acting as proxy for the deceased)
By Pres. B. Young in presence of John Taylor Stephen Markham & F. D. Richards

John D. Lee
Clerk

No. 7 Jan 13 46

Martin Hearton Pack born May 28th 1806. Rushforth Bristol Co. Mass Susan Caroling
Clough (deceased) Jan. 2 1804 Danville Caledonia co. State of Vermont were sealed
Husband & Wife for time & all eternity (Mary Thorn acting proxy for the Deceased) by
Pres. B. Young in the presence of C. C. Rich Stephen Markham & F. D. Richard

John D. Lee
Clerk

(3)

(4)

No. 8. Jan 14 46

Edward Partridge (Deceased) Aug. 27 1793 Pittsfield Birkshire Mass


were sealed together Husband & wife for time & all eternity (Wm Huntington sen acting
as proxy for & in behalf of Edward Partridge deceased) by Pres. Brigham Young she was
also sealed to Wm Huntington Sen for time

Wm. Huntington Sen born March 28 1784 New Grantham Cheshire Co. N. Hampshire-

Zina Barker (deceased) born May 2nd 1786 Plainfield cheshire N. H. were sealed
Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Lydia Huntington Partridge acting Proxy for
Zina Barker Deceased) by Pres. B. Young In presence of H. C. Kimball J. D. Lee & P.P.Pratt some 20 minutes before 12.

No. 9

Daniel Carter Aug 28 18014 Benson Rutland Co- Vermont &

Clarissa Amelia Foster (Deceased) born Dec 25 1814 Madison New Haven co- Conn were sealed Husband & wife for time & all eternity (Sally Sylvia (5) Perry acting for & in behalf of Clarissa A Foster deceased)

done in the presence of John Young Phineas Young & Issac Higbee-

Elder Heber Chase Kimball officiated

John D. Lee

Clerk

No. 10 Jan 14 46

Issac Higbee born Dec 25th 18 1811 in the County of Glouchester State of New Jersey.

Moziah String (deceased) was born Dec 25 1802. Glouchester Co. N. Jersey were sealed for time & all Eternity.

Elizabeth Sarling acting Proxy for & in behalf of Mosiah String (deceased) In the presence of John Young Jos. Young & P. H. Young-

H. C. Kimball officiated-

No. 11 Jan 14 46

Ambrose Palmer (Deceased) born Sept 15 1784 Winchester Littlefield Co. Conn. Lettie Hawkins Hawkins born June 7th 1785 Casttellges Rutland Co Vt. were sealed Husband & wife for time & all Eternity.

Mary Kilburn (deceased) March 4 1785 Mandall Franklin Co Mass were sealed Husband & wife for time & all Eternity (Leithus Parker acting for & in be half of Mary Kilburn Deceased) Samule Bent & Letlis Plamer were then sealed Husband & Wife for time By Heber Chase Kimball In presence of Pres. Young C. C. Rich & J. D. Lee F. 3. o.c. P. M.

F. D. Richards

Clerk

No. 12 Jan 14 46

Pres. Joseph Smith (Deceased) born Dec 23 1805 in the town of Sharon Winsor Co. Vermont-

Louisa Beaman born Feb 7, 1815 in Livonia Livingston co. N. Y.

Emily Dow partidge Feb 28 1820 Painsville Geauga Co. Ohio- were sealed Husband & wives for time & all Eternity

(Pres. Brigham Young acting Proxy for & in behalf of Pres. Joseph Smith deceased)

They were also sealed to pres. Brigham young for time by H. C. Kimball In presence of Amasa Lyman John young & N. K. Whitney at 6 o.c. P. M.

John D. Lee

Clerk

(6)

No. 13 Jan 15 46

Pres. Joseph (Deceased)

Olive Andrews Sept 24 1818 Livermore Oxford maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Prest. brigham young acting for & in behalf of Prest Smith deceased) by Heber C. Kimball

Olive Andrews & B. Young were sealed Husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of J. D. Lee Diantha Walker at half past 12 noon
No. 14 Jan 15 46

Nathan Ayres West Apr 10 1808 Hubbard Turnbull co. Ohio

Mary Smith Hulet (deceased) Dec 15 Berkshire Co. Mass were sealed husband & wife for time & all eternity (Adeline Louisa Hollett acting for & in behalf of Mary S. Hulet 9deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of A. Lyman J. D. Lee at 1 o'clock P.M.

F. D. Richards clerk

No. 15 Jan 15 46

Ruth Stevens (deceased) was sealed to Silas Smith 9deceased) as Husband & Wife for time 7 all eternity Mary Atkins acting as Proxy for & in behalf of Ruth Stevens (deceased) by Heber Chase Kimball (7) (8) in presence of George A. Smith and Franklin D. Richards

J. D. Lee

Clerk

No. 16 Jan 15, '46

Mary Atkin born Aug 15 1797 Town of bodard Winsor co Vermont-

was sealed to Silas smith 9deceased) for all Eternity also for time

John Smith acting as Proxy for Silas Smith (deceased) In presence of G. A. Smith & Willard Richards
John D. Lee

Clerk

No. 17 Jan 15® 46

Mary Aikens was also sealed to John Smith for time done in the presence of George a. Smith & Willard Richards Elder Heber Chase Kimball officiated.

J. D. Lee

Clerk

No. 18 Jan 15 '46

Sarah Merietta Kinsbury born Oct 20 1788 in Town of Becket berkshire County Mass-

was sealed to Jos. smith (deceased) as husband & wife for time & for all Eternity

John smith acting proxy & in behalf (8)9 of Jos smith (deceased)

She was then sealed to John Smith for time Done in the presence of George A. Smith
Willard Richards & F. D. Richards

John D. Lee

Clerk

No. 19 Jan 15 '46

Abagail Tippets (deceased) was born Town of Livonia Essex Co. N. York &

Alvah Irwin Tippets born March 12, 1808 Lewis Essex Co. N.Y. were sealed Husband & wife for time & all eternity Carolina Beard acting proxey for and in behalf of A. tippets (deceased) done by Pres. Brigham Young over the Holy & Sacred Alter In the presence of Willard Richards & Geroge A. Smith

John D. Lee

Clerk
No. 20 Jan 15 '46

Lucy Walker born April 30, 1826 Macdonia Caledonia Co. Vermont was sealed to Jos Smith (deceased) as Husband & Wife for Time & all Eternity Heber Chase Kimball acting as proxy & in behalf of Jos. Smith (deceased) She was then sealed to Heber C. Kimball for time in the presence of Amasa Lyman (9) (10) N. K. Whitney & A. P. Rockwood

Pres. Brigham Young

J. D. Lee

At 1/2 past 5 o'clock P. M.

No. 21 Jan 15 '46

Hyrum Smith (deceased)

Jerusha Barden (deceased)

were sealed Husband & wife for Time & all Eternity

Heber C. Kimball acting proxy for Hyrum Smith (deceased) & Mary Fielding (born July 21, 1801 Worndon Berkshire England) acting proxy for & in behalf of Jerusha Baden (deceased) Mary Fiedig was also sealed to to Hyrum Smith (Deceased) fro tiem 7 all Eternity Heber C. Kimball acting proxy for H. Smith (deceased) Mary smith was then sealed to Heber C. Kimball for time.

Pres. Brigham Young officated done in the presence of Amasa Lyman N. K. Whitney & A. P. rockwood at 1/2 past 6 eve.

John D. Lee

clerk

No. 22 Jan 15 '46

Cecilia Kent (deceased)

Born Snifffield Hartford co. conn was sealed to Philo Dibble born June 6 1806 Berkshire co. Mass- (10)(11) for time & all Eternity
Hannah Ann Dubois acting proxy for Celia Kent (deceased) Done by Pres. Brigham young in the presence of Amasa Lyman Orson spencer 7 John D. Lee at 15 min past 8 o.c. eve

F. D. Richards
Clerk

No. 23 Jan 16 '46
Meatilda Johnson (deceased) (born Oct 15 '1813 in State of Ky)
was sealed to Solomon Wixom for all eternity Sarah Avery acting proxy for & in behalf
Maltilda Johnson (deceased) In presence of Heber C. Kimball A. Lyman & John D. Lee
at 20 mi past 11 A. M.
F. D. Richards
Clerk

No 24 Jan 16 '46
Sophronia Eliza Pomeroy (deceased) 1806 West Stockbridge Berk coing Mass. was
sealed to Danile Spencer (born July 20 1794 West StockbridgeBerk co, Mass) wife for
time & all Eternity Mary spencer acting proxy for & in behalf of Sophronia Eliza
Pomeroy (dead) Sarah Lester (deceased) (born Jan 5 1805 Barrington Beck C. Mass was
also sealed to Daniel Spencer for time & al eternity Mary Spencer acting proxy fro Sarah
Loetter (deceased) done in presence of A. Lyman Hirum Spencer Ezra T. Benson at 20
m. to 12.

Elder Heber Chase Kimball- officiating in the case above officator F. D. Richards
Clerk

No. 25 Jan 16 '46
Hiriam Spencer
Mary Spencer (deceased) born Nov 5, 1799 West Stock bridge ass. was sealed to Hiram Spencer (born Nov 30 1798 West Stock bridge

for all Eternity Em Emily Thompson acting proxy for & in behalf of Mary Spencer (deceased) by Amasa Lyman. In presence of Brigham young phineas Young & Lucian Woodworth at 12 o.c.

F. D. Richards

Clerk

No. 26 Jan 16 '46

Mary Golforth (deceased) born Oct 1, 1794 was sealed to Samule Henderson (born Feb 21 1785 Green Co Tennessee

Elizabeth Harris acting proxy for & in behalf of Mary Golforth (deceased) for time & all Eternity by John Taylor In presence of R. D. Foster & J D Lee at 15 m. past 1 p.m. F. D. Richards

Clerk

No. 27 Jan 16 '46

Isaac Fleming (deceased) (born April 28 1818 Windsor Franklin Co. Mass0 7 Lydia clearline Hagar (born Oct 31 1812 Windham Franklin co Mass) (12) (13) were sealed

Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity-

(Jos Young) acting Proxy for the deceased Lydia Caroline Hagar was then sealed to Jos. Young for time

Done in the presence of Amasa Lyman Phineas Young at 10 min past 2 p. M.

F. D. Richards

Clerk

No. 28 Jan 16 '46
Jane Ann Fisher (deceased April 13, 1802 England) & Boothiah Fisher (deceased April 12, 1805 N. Y. city) were sealed to Elijah Fordham (born May 24 1811 Ashford Marham conn-0 actig proxy for & behalf of James Am Fisher (deceased) Halsfoss athich Fisher (deceased) doni in hte presence of Jedeiah M. Grant E. T. Benson & Elijah Averett Elder Heber Chase kimball officated-at 1/2 past 5 p. m. F. D. Richards

Clerk

No 29 Jan 16 '46

Hanah Miles (deceased Jan 31 1810 Whelock Caladonia Co Vermont) were sealed to Wm. snow (born Dec 14 1806 Johnsburg Caladonia Co. Vt. (13) (14) Lydia Adams acting proxy fro Hannah Miles deceased) For time & all Eternity done in presence of H. C. kimball E. T. Benson & George D. Grant- Pres. Brigham Young officating

at 6 o.c. eve

John D. Lee

Clerk

No. 30 Jan 17 '46

Sarah Fraceback (deceased June 9 1817. Burick Columbia Co. Penn) was sealed to Benjamin Thomas Mitchell—born Jan. 12. 1816- Morrison descommin co. Penn- for time & all Eternity Lovina Brackwalter acting Proxy for Sarah Fraceback (deceased) done in the presence of A. Lyman L. N. Scovil & F. D. Richards at 30 min P. 10 A. M.

J. D. Lee

Clerk

No 31 Jan. 17. 46

Jane Tibbetts (was born Aug 28 1804 gorham Carson Maine) was Seald to (Jos. Smith Jun. deceased for time & all eternity Elan Luddington acting Proxy for & in behalf of the (deceased) Jos Smith Jane Tibbetts was then sealed to Steve Luddington for time. Done in the presence of A. Leyman & F. D. Richards.

Elder Heber C. Kimball officating
5 m. to 12-
John D. Lee
Clerk
(14) (15)

No. 32 Jan 17 '46
Eliza Caroline Averill (deceased) (born Mar 19 1811. West Minister Veront was sealed to Samuel Lindsey Sprague (born May 5 1805. Boston Middlesex co. Mass) for time & all eternity Mary Woodard acting proxy for Eliza C. Averill (deceased) Mary Woodward was then sealed to Samuel Sprague for time & Eternity - in presence of A. Lyman L. Snow & Wandell Mace -
Pres. Brigham Young officiated-
at 15 m. a. 11. morn
John D. Lee
Clerk

No. 33 Jan 17 '46
Sarah Perkins (deceased born June 18 1813 South Carolina) was then sealed to John Vance -(born Nov. 8-1794 -
Tampa) for time & all Eternity. His wife Elizabeth Campbell was then Sealed to John Vance for time & all Eternity. In presence of John Taylor Levi Hancock & F. D. Richards
at 25 m to 3. p.m.
John D. Lee Clerk
(15) (16)

No 34 Jan 17 '46
Phebe Watrons (Woodworth) (Born Oct 1 1805 Born Sharon ostego co. N. york) was sealed to Jos. Smith jun (deceased) for time and all eternity.

Lucian Woodworth (born April 3rd 1799 Therford Orange co. Vermont) acting Proxy for (J. Smith deceased) she (P. W.) Was then there sealed to L. Woodworth for time only done in presence of A. Lyman I. Morley & Heber C. Kimball-Pres B. Young- officiate.

At 5 m. to 4 P. M. J. D. Lee clerk-

No 35 Jan 17 '46

Mary Elizabeth Rollins (born April 7 1818 Lavina Livingston Co. N. Y.) Was sealed to Jos Smith Jun (deceased) for time & all Eternity Pres-B. Young acting Proxy for & in behalf of the (deceased) She (Mr E Smith) was then sealed to Pres B. Young for time. In presence of G miller Lucian Wodsworth & A. P. Rockwood Heber C. Kimball officiatd finished at 20 M past 4 P.M.

J. B. lee Clerk

[16][17]

No 36 Jan 17 '46

Chrisa Kingston (deceased) born April 3rd 1807 Hartford Washington N. Y. was sealed to Luman Heath for time & all eternity (L. H.) Born Sept 18 1803 Hartford Washington Co NY) Louisa Young acting proxy for the (deceased)

Louisa Young was then sealed to L. H. Heath for time & all Eternity. By Pres B. young In presence of Willard & H.C. Kimball.

Done at 10 m to 6 eve John D lee

Clerk

No. 37 Jan 18 '46

Tabitha Bentley Bently (deceased born Aug 23 1780 Greenwich Washington Co. N.Y.) & Lydia Steward Nov 18 1783 (deceased born in Eastern Washington Co N. Y.) Were sealed to John Boswick (born Nov 28 1803. Bolton Mercer county was proxy for the (deceased) John Tanner (born Aug 15 1778 Kappin town Rhode island) & Eliza Boswick (born Nov 28 & c. were then sealed husband & wife for time & all eternity. In presence of A. Lyman O. Hyde P. H. young -
Pres B. Young officiated.

20 m to 8 eve J D lee Clerk

[17][18]

No. 38 Jan 18 '46

Clarissa Hamilton (deceased born Oct 3rd 1799 Mount Pelior VT co. Mass) was sealed to Phineas Howe Young for time & all Eternity - Mary Elizabeth Beecher was proxy for C. Hamilton (deceased).

Phineas Howe Young (born Feb. 16 1799 Hopkinton Middlesex co. Mass.) & Mary E. Beecher (born Jan 8 1820 Vienna Trumbull county OO Ohio) were then sealed Husband & wife for time -& all Eternity- In presence of A. Lymond Wm miller & f.d. Richards.

Pres. B Young officiated.

Finished at 20 mi to 9 eve.

John D. Lee Clerk.

Ira E. Lancaster

No. 38 Jan '46

Ira Elisha Lancaster (deceased was born March 1, 1821 Vienna Trumball Co. N. Y.) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all eternity Phineas Howe young born Feb 16. 1799- Hopkington Middlesex Co Mass - was proxy for the (deceased I. E. L.) Phineas H. Young & Mary Eliza Lancaster were then sealed Husband & wife for time with the understanding that P. H. Young [18] [19] will deliver up Mary Elvira Lancaster to her husband (I. E. Lancaster) in the Resurrection Done By B. Young In presence of Wm Miller Amasa Lyman & F. D. Richards at 5 minmiles 8 eve

John D. Lee Clerk

No. 40 Jan 17 '46

Elisha Averett born Dec 12 1800 Murray Co Tennessee -
Dorea Willies born Feb 1 1810 gallatin Co. Tennessee -were - sealed husband & wife for time & all eternity Elisha Averett & Sarah Jane Mill willies? Having been sealed Husband & wife for time & all eternity Previous to acting for the (deceased) D.Willies by proxy Nevertheless Docus Willis by proxy is first on the list & should have been sealed first- in order- but was omitted through Mistakes?? Done by Elder A Lyman In presence of Pres B. Young Alpheus Cutler & F. D. Richards-

at 30 m. past 6 eve John D., Lee Clerk-

No 41 Jan 19 46

NEWELL Knight born Sept 13 1800 Marlborough Windhaven co. vertmont & Sally Coburn (deceased) 18 LA Guineford Co henarrago arly were sealed husband & wife for time & all Eternity Lydia Goldwaith [19][20] was proxy for & in behalf of Sally Coburn (deceased) Newell Knight & Lydia Goldwaith (born

were then sealed Husband & wife for time & all eternity by Pres B. Young In presence of A Lyman & A. Cutler at 17 m to 7. Eve

J. D. Lee Clerk

No. 42 Jan 17 '46

Daniel Durham Hunt (born Feb 1 1799) Progress Co. North Carolina were sealed for time & all eternity -

Susan Davis was proxy for (Nancy Davis deceased)

Daniel Hunt & Susan Davis (born were were then sealed as Husband & wife for time & all Eternity it being the order as will more probably appear on the Book of the Sealings.

Done in presence of Phineas H. Young & F. D. Richards

Pres B. Young officiated J. D.. Lee Clerk

No 43 Jan 17 46

Samuel Mallory (born April 1 1801 Johnston young district N. C.) & Belinda Barker (deceased) born Sept 18 1802 N.Y. &- rundem Sally tufts (deceased born 22 1801 [20][21] were sealed Husband & wives for time & all Eternity.
Elizabeth Kennedy acting for them the (deceased) By Pres. Brigham Young In presence of Orson Hyde P. H. Young & F. D. Richards at 15 m. p.m. ten?

J. D. Lee Clerk

No 44 Jan 17 '46

Wm Miller (born Jun 8 1811 Avon Livingston Co. N. Y. &

Eliza Heasner Scott (deceased born 1811 Avon Livingston Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Pheobe Scott was proxy for (E. H. Scott deceased) by Pres B. Young In presence of Aaron Johnson P. H. Young & F. D. Richards at 25 m to 8 eve John D Lee Clerk

No 45 Jan 17 '46

Morris Phelps (born Dec 20 1805 Northampton Hampshire co. Mass & Laura Clark (deceased born June 28-1806 Brookfield Fairfield Co. Conn)- were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Sarah Thompson was proxy for Laura Clark (deceased) by Pres B. Young In presence of P. H. Young & F. D. Richards at 15 m past 8 eve John D Lee Clerk

[21][22]

No 46 Jan 17 '46

Stephen Hezekiah Goddard (born Aug 10 23 1810 Meass - N. Y. Isabella Bisbee (deceased Sept 14 1817 Me donah Chenego co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Jerimiah H Roly acting proxy for & in behalf of the (deceased I. B.) Done in presence of Gorge D. Grant & F. D. Richards at 20 m to 9- eve- Pres Brigham Young officiated J. D. Lee Clerk

No 47 Jan 20 '46

Samuel Parker April 7. 1790 Berwick York co. Maine- & Hannah Edgemont (deceased Outor York co. Maine - & Mary Bracy Treworthy (deceased Biddleford York co. Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity
Sarah Bedell acted proxy for them the (eceased M. B. T. & H. E.) In presence of A. Lyman F. D. Richards

Pres B. Young officated

John D Lee Clerk

[22][23]

No 48 Jan 20 '46

Zebewdee Coltrin (born Sept 7 1804 Ovid Genessee Co. N. Y.) & Julia Ann Jennings (deceased June 1 1813 Tioga - Tioga Co- Penn-) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Mary Medoth - was proxy for J. A. Jenningd (deceased) by Pres Brigham Young In of A. Lyman P. H. Young & F. D. Richards at 12 m past 11 A. M.

J D Lee Clerk

No 49 Jan 20 '46

Thomas Grover - born July 22nd 1807 Whitehall Washington Co. N. Y. & Caroline Whiting (deceased were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity–

Caroline Eliza Nickerson, acted proxy for (C. W. deceased) by Pres B. Young In presence of H. C. Kimball A. Lyman & F. D. Richards at 5 m p. 2 P. M. J D Lee Clerk

No 50 Jan 20 '46

Harmon Jackson Ares(deceased born Aug 28 1816. N. Y. & Martha Frost (born Oct 7. 1825 Knox co. Tennessee [23][24] were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity George Washington Leagle was proxy for (H. J. Ares Fros. deceased) In presence of Amana Lyman & F. D. Richards Pres Brigham Young officated at 3 P. M.

J. D. Lee Clerk

No 51 Jan 20 '46
Job Nassal Barnham (born May 14, 1788 Monkton Addison co. Vermont) & Zellah Nelland (deceased Oct 1, 1877 Dover N. Hampshire) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity - Martha Collins - was proxy for (Z. Willard deceased) in presence of Orson Hyde A. Lyman & F. D. Richards at 20 m to 7 eve J.D. Lee Clerk

No 52 Jan 21 '46

Edward or Edmund Durfee (deceased Oct 3d 1788 Tiverdon Rhod es Island Conn & Laney Picket - (Jun 3d 1788 Montgomery co. NY.)

were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity - Jabez Durfee was proxy for [24][25] (Edmund Durfee deceased) Jabez Durfee (born Dec 28 1791 - Tiverton Rhod Island) & Elela Cranston (deceased) were sealed Husband & wife for time & all Eternity (Laney Durfee was proxy for EiCelesta Cranston deceased) Jabez Durfee & Laney Durfee were then sealed Husband & wife for time.

By Pres Brigham Young In presence of Amasa Lyman Phineas H. Young at 20 m past 4 P. M. J D Lee Clerk

No 53 Jan 21 '46

Daniel Marks Burbanks .. Dec 3rd 1803 Delhi Co. N. .. & (1816 Swet Switzerland co Pa Lydia van Blaricum (deceased) Dec 10 were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Abagil Blodget - was proxy for (L. V. B. n. t. deceased) by Pres Brigham Young In presence of John Young Amasa Lymon & F. D. Richards at 20 m to 5 P. M. J D Lee Clerk

No 54 Jan 21 '46

Ashel Albert Lathrop (born Dec 24 1810 Tolland Co. Conn - & Cristha Jackson (deceased born 1813 Oxford Shenouga were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Jane Deaerck [25][26] acting proxy for (Cynthia Jackson deceased) by Heber C. Kimball In presence Pres Brigham Young A Lyman & F. D. Richards at 10 minutes past 6 eve J D Lee Clerk

No 55 Jan 21 '46
Messes Home (deceased Friendship Maine- & Angeline Hotchkins (born Feb 19 1820 Noblesborough Lynda co. Maine) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Albert Perry Rockwood, acting for and in behalf of (M. Horne deceased) A. P. Rockwood & Angeline Horne were then sealed Husband for time- Done by Pres- Brigham Young In presence of Heber C. Kimball & A Lyman J D Lee Clerk

No 56 Jan 21 '46

Thomas Greene (born Jan 27 1803 Seaver Mallon Cheshire England Margaret Connoly (deceased born Manchester Lancashire England) & Sarah Pierce (deceased Manchester Cheshire England were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity- Mary Gibson acting proxy for Sarah Pierce deced [26][27] also for (Margaret Connoly deceased) Pres B. Young officate- Witness present Jos. Young H. C. Kimball & F. D. Richards at 25 m past 11 morn J D Lee Clerk

No 57 Jan 22 '46

Jonathan Taylor (June 6 1793 Burlington Hartford co. Conn) -

10 legal to Zliza Taylor (deceased Feb 18 1809 New Hampshire -were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Mearth Pierce acting proxy for (A. T. deceased) by Heber C. Kimball In presence of Pres B. Young Daniel Kent & F. D. Richards at 25 m p. 12 J D Lee Clerk

No 58 Jan 22 '46

Jos Smith Jun (deceased - Dec 23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt. & Elizabeth Davis - Mar 11 1791 - Riverhead Suffolk co.- N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Cornelius Pilar Lott opr Scott acting proxy for (Jos Smith Jun deceased) C. P. Lott & Elizabeth Smith was then sealed for time promising to deliver (E. Smith to her husband J. Smith in Eternity.

[27][28] Pres Brigham Young officated Witnesses Present P. H. Young & F. D. Richards at 10 m to 1 J. D. Lee Clerk

in record of sealings S. A. Dunn ent 95 was born in Williams

acting proxy for
No 59 Jan 22 '46

Adoline Rawson (deceased born Nov 27 1811 Wayne Waye co Ny. Simeon Adam Dmino -Aug 7 1804 Groveland Livingston Co N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity -

Margaret Snider acting for & in behalf of the (deceased) by Heber C. Kimball In presence of George D. Watt & J. D. Lee F. D. Richards at 10 m to 2 in Clerk

No 60 Jan 22 '46

Wm Stringham born May 2 1788 North Hwmpstead -long Island - Ester Night (deceased vermont & Polly Knight (deceased) H, were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Eliza Halle was proxy for them the (deceased) by Pres B. Young In presence of Ezra Chace & John D Lee at 10 m to 3 p. m. F. D. Richards Clerk

[28][29]

No 61 Jan 22 '46

Daniel Russell - - Jan 28 1799 Springfield Ostego co. N. Y. & Sally Chase (deceased - born July 1798 Soyden Franklin co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Hearnit Elizabeth Seymour- was proxy for Sally Chase (deceased) Done by Pres B. Young In presence of John D. Lee & Ezra Chase at 5 P., M.

F. D. Richards Clerk

No 62 Jan 22 '46

Luman Hopkins Calkins was born Jan 15 1810 Mares ther anandago co.- N. Y. -& Eunice McDearman (deceased born May 27 1812 Aaurora Erie co NY were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Metattable Rumpell was proxy for the (deceased)(Excibend) by Pres B. Young In presence of Daniel Pensfeld Ezra Chase & J. D. Lee at 15 m p 3 am

F. D. Richards Clerk

[29][30]
No 63 Jan 22 '46
Psane Farewell Framan (deceased Oct 13 1795- Hanover Graffon co- New Hampshire - & Lydia Farr (deceased 1798- Chesterfield Cheshire co N. Hampshire) were sealed Husband & Wife for time and all Eternity.

Winslow Farr adison (living born Jan 1874 Chesterfield co. New Hampshire acting for & in behalf of Isaac F. Freeman (deceased) & Roxanna Porter (living born 18 17986. Pomfert Windsor Co. Vermont-)

was proxy for Lydia Farr (deceased)- Winslow Farr & Rosana Porter were then sealed for time done by Pres Brigham Young. In presence of Edward Hunter H. C. Kimball Franklin D. Richards J D Lee Clerk

No 64 Jan 22 '46
Loveinyda Pendleton Sept 28 1801 Hkinglast works Washington co. Vermont was sealed to Jos. Smith (deceased born Dec 23 -3rd- 1805 Sharon Windsor Co vert.) For time & all Eternity

George Washington Harris acting proxy for (Pres J. Smith jun. Deceased)

G. W. Harris & Lavuncinda Smith were then sealed Husband & wife for time

by Pres Br. Young In presence of Orson Pratt & F. D. Richards A Lyman at 28 m past 6 eve J D Lee Clerk

No 65 Jan 22 '46
Willard Richards born Jan 24 1804 Hopkington Middlesex Co Mass -& Jennette Richards (was born Aug 21-1818 Walkerford Charido ley Lancashire England - deceased) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Amelia Elizabeth Peirson acting as proxy for & in behalf of the (deceased) who died at Nauvoo July 9th 1845 - Done in presence of Heber Chase Kimball Orson Hyde & J. D. Lee

Pres B. Young officating at the Alter done at 5 minets to 9 evening - - -

Jeanette Richards was seald to Willard as his wife for time and all Eternity -& with him all in ded to all the ordinances pertaining to the House of the Lord - to & including the washing of the feet in the days of Pres Joseph Smith jr the first Prophet of the church in the last days- F. D. Richards Clerk
No 66 Jan 22 '46

Mary Whitesides (deceased) June 1821 & Marggard Pierce (born April 17- 1823. As-h- on Delaware co were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Pres Brigham Young acting proxy for the (deceased) M. Whitesides by Elder Heber C. Kimball in presence of A. Lyman I. Morley at 10m to [31][32] morning John D Lee Clerk

No 67 Jan 23 '46

Henry Boyle was (born April 11 1813 Arlington Cheshire England & Elizabeth Clark (deceased was born Aug 1821 Ribchester Lancaster England - were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Meatilda Braddock acting proxy for the (deceasedE. Clark)

by Heber C. Kimball In presence of Pres B. Young F.D. Richards P. David Cumberland at 12 mid day J D Lee Clerk

No 68 Jan 23 '46

Wm Rowley was born Jan 21 1798. Listerfield Staffordshire Eng. & Hannah Moorcroft -(deceased 1810 Leongston Staffordshire England were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity - Meary Ann- Maddox acting proxy for the (deceased) by Heber C. Kimball Witnesses Pres B. Young David Candland & F. D. Richards at 5 m to 12 J D Lee Clerk

No 69 Jan 23 '46

Heary Green : Dec 4 1806 Lake perant Montgomery co N Y.

& Sarah Ann Pichard (deceased, [32][33] born April 14 1811 Gensa Gayuga co. NY were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Jane Ann Rich was proxy for (S. Pichard deceased) by Heber C. Kimball - Witnesses -John Young A. Lyman & F. D. Richards at 1 o.c. eve J D Lee Clerk

No 70 Jan 23 '46

Peter Clinton Feb 13 1817 Franklin Co Indiana - & Elizabeth Lewis (deceased Sept 20 1826. N. Y.) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity - Artemisia D.
Snow acting proxy for (E. Lewis deceased) Done by Heber C. Kimball In presence of A Lyman Willard Richards F. D. Richards at 15 m p. 3 eve J D Lee Clerk

No 71 Jan 23 '46

Cardelia Jane Clark (deceased ---- & David Mcarthur were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Meatilda Carolina Fuller was pr esonest B. Young & Willard Richards at 10 m p. 4 eve John D Lee Clerk

[33][34]

No 72 Jan 23 '46

Josiah Arnold Oct 1 1800 Heoo sick Bensalear N. Y. & Martha McDuffee (deceased 1807 ----N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Elizabeth Bliss was proxy for the(deceased) by Amasa Lyman Presant Jos Young - George A. Smith & H. C. Kimball - at 30 m to 5 eve J D Lee Clerk

No 73 Jan 23 '46

Robert Blashel Thompson - (deceased born Oct 14 1811 -Yorkshire co. England - Town of Great Drieffield) & Mary Rachel Fielding - were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity John Taylor acting proxy for and in behalf & in the Name of Robert B. Thompson (deceased) John Taylor born Nov 1 1808- Wilierts westmoreland co Eng & M. R. Thompson born Jan 15 1807 Heridon Bedfordshire Co Eng- were sealed for time-by Heber C. Kimball present Alphonzo Young J. M. Coolridge at 20 to 7 -eve- J D Lee Clerk

[34][35]

No 74 Jan 23 '46

Benjamin Jones Feb 24 1798 Delaware Co. N. Y. & Lydia Hadlock May 6 1800 Elkhouse towns downs Seneca co N.Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Anna Stout acting proxy for & in behalf of (Lydia Hadlock deceased) by Amasa Lyman present Kearvy Gran & Phineas Richards at 15 m to 57 -eve- John D Lee Clerk
No 75 Jan 23 '46

Nathaniel Thomas (deceased Nov 3- 1803. Vanalhaven Hancock Co.- Maine & Susan Luce Jan 1 1808 - Same Town (co) & State- were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Charles R. Danaa was proxy for (deceased N. Thomas) Susan Thomas & C. R. Dana were sealed together for time done by Pres. B. Young present Heber C. Kimball Hosea Stout & F. D. Richards 10 m to 10 eve J D Lee Clerk

No 76 Jan 23

John Harrington Feb 26 1764 New London Co. Conn.

Asenath Marvin (deceased) Sharon Litchfield Co. Conn. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Martha Jones acting proxy [35][36] for Aseneth Marvin (deceased) by Pres B. Young in presence of Amasa Lyman & P. H. Young at 15 m past 11 F. D. Richards Clerk

No 77 Jan 24

Charles Shueve Patterson July 28 1818 Mt. Holly Burlington Co N. Jersey . Ann - B Dennis (deceased) Apr 5 1818 Monmouth Co. N. Jersey were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Mary Ann Patten acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of L. N. Scovil J. D. Lee at 30 m past 12 F. D. Richards Clerk

No 78 Jan 24

James Tomlinson Apr 17 1800 Gilford co. N. Carolina

Alice Bevill (deceased) Nov. 5 1805 Gilford Co. N. Carolina were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Sarah Berry acting proxy for the deceased) by A. Lyman in presence of L. N. Scovil & J. D. Lee at 10 m past 1 F D R. Clerk

No 79 Jan 24

Lyman Royal Sherman (deceased) May 22 1804 Duleana Dradamona Johnson [36][37] Nov 19 1807 Westford Chittenden Co. Vermont were sealed Husband & Wife for time
all Eternity (Almon Whiting Babbitt acting proxy for the deceased) Delama Diadama
Sherman & Almon Whiting Babbitt were sealed husband & wife for time by H. C.
Kimball in presence of Amasa Lyman & Erastus Bingham at 25 m past 4 F D Richards
Clerk

No 80 Jan 24

1823 Pickering upper Canada were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity
Almond Whiting Babbitt & Mariah Smith were sealed Husband & wife for time by H.
C. Kimball in presence of Amasa Lyman Erastus Brigham at 30 m past 4 p.m. F.D.
Richards Clerk

No 81 Jan 24 '46

Mayhew Hillman (deceased) Mar 1793 - - - - Maine Sarah King Aug 24 1793 Panbridge
Washington Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Libbeus
Thaddeus Coons acting proxy for the deceased) Libbeus Thaddeus Coons and Sarah
Hillman were then sealed husband & wife for time by Pres B. Young in presence of
[37][38] Orson Pratt & Erastus Bingham at 6 oclock eve F. D. R. Clerk

No 82 Jan 24

Burr (deceased) Nov 22 1814 Orange Co. N. Y. Mary Ann Graham (deceased) Apr 25
1819 New York City. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Ann
Maria Still acting proxy for the deceased persons above mentiond) by Amasa Lyman in
presence of Graham Coltrin & Zebedee Coltrin at 25 m to 8 eve F D Richards Clerk

No 83 Jan 24

Graham Collins Dec 11 1796 Coldrain Hampshire Co. Mass. Anna Norwood (deceased)
Oct 12 1808 Livingstones manor, Duchess Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for
time & all Eternity by (Harriet Hickman acting proxy for the deceased) by A. Lyman in
presence of Zebedee Coltrin & J. D. Lee at 10 m past 8 F D Richards Clerk
No 84 Jan 24

Jackson Redding Sept 26 1817 Hiram Portage Co Ohio Laura Trask mar 15 1818 Roobtown Portage Co, Ohio, were sealed Husband [38][39] & Wife for time & all Eternity by Amasa Lyman in presence of H. C. Kimball & Zebedee Colrin Martha (Maria Huributt Aug 27 acting proxy for the deceased at 10 m to 9 eve F D Richards Clerk

No 85 Jan 24

Sarah Cartright (deceased) Coosly, Staffordshire England were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Julia Treby acting proxy for the deceased persons above written) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Zebedee Colrin & Julia Elizabeth Stone at 10 m past 8 evening F.D Richards Clerk

No 86 Jan 24

John Harry Tippets Sept 5 1810 Wilson Hillsborough Co. N. H. Abby Jane Smith (deceased) 1812 Bolton Warren Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Caroline Calkins acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of Rufus Beach & Pres. B. Young at 9 m past 11 am F D Richards Clerk

No 87 Jan 26

Telemachus Rogers Jan 1 1816 Hampton Elizabeth City Co; Virginia [39][40] Mary Ann Lattenmore (deceased) Hampton Elizabeth City Co; Virginia were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of G. M. Grant P. H. Young at 12 m tot 12 m F D R. Clerk

No 88 Jan 26
Charles Brown (deceased) Jan 13 1804 Pkreessher Sandy bay Mass. Mary Avery Jan 4 1806 Deer Island Penobscot Bay Coast of Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Loren Babbit acting proxy for the deceased) Loren Babbit Sept 19 1806 New Snellborough Mass & Mary Avery were sealed husband & wife for time

No 88 Jan 26

President Joseph Smith (deceased) was born Dec 23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt. Desmedona Fullmer Oct 6 1809 Luzerne Co. P.A. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Ezra Taft Benson Acting proxy for the deceased By Pres Brigham Young in presence of W Richards & M. Greene. Ezra T. Benson & Desmonda Smith were then sealed husband & wife for time by the same & in the presence of the same [40][41] witness at 25 m to 1 F.D.R Clerk

No 89 Jan 26

William Aldrich June 27 1787 Fayette Co. K.N. Y. Ames Hume (Deceased) N. Y. Elizabeth van Blacum (deceased) Ohio were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Sophia Coleman acting proxy for the deceased) Wziel Stevens Dec 24 1798 St Connecticut Sophia Colemain July 14 1791 Shongum Orange Co. N. Y. were sealed husband & wife for time & all eternity. William Aldrich & Sophia Stevens were sealed husband & wife for time by Pres Brigham Young in presence of P. H. Young & E. M. Greene at 15 m to 2 F D Richards Clerk

No 90 Jan 26

Alanso Wells Newcomb Whitney (deceased) Dec 25 1818 Canandagua, Ontario Co. N. Y. Henrieta Keys Dec 25 1821 Pike Co. Ohio were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Newell Kimball Whitney acting proxy for the deceased) brother N. K. Whitney[41][42] and Heneritta Whitney were sealed husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of Amasa Lyman & Joseph C. kingsbury at 15 m past 3 p.m. F D Richards Clerk

No 91 Jan 25

Joseph Coredon Kingsbury May 2 1812 Esfield Hartford Co. Conn Caroline Whitney (deceased) mar 10 1816 Fay Essex Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity & Docus Adelia more Whitney acting proxy for the deceased were sealed
husband & wife for time & all eternity by Pres B. Young in presence of H. C. Kimball
Amasa Lyman at 25 past 3 F D R. Clerk

No 92 Jan 26

Joseph Smith (deceased) Dec 23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt. Martha McBride Mar 17
Maine Sarah Lawrence Rehling Township, Upper Canada were sealed Husband &
Wives for time & all Eternity (Heber C. Kimball acting proxy for President Smith
deceased) Martha Smith, Sylvia P. Smith & Sarah Smith were also sealed to H. C.
Kimball for time his wife Vilate presenting them to him at the Alter for that purpose by
Amasa Lyman in presence [42][43] of Prest Brigham Young & John D Lee at 25 m past
4 eve F.D. Richards Clerk

No 93 Jan 27

Thomas Carries Sept 20 1801 Beverly Essex Co. Mass. Mary Raymond (deceased) 1807
Beverly Essex Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by A
Lyman in presence of William Huntington & J D Lee at 20 m past 12 F. D. Richards
Clerk (Betsy Barker acting proxy for the deceased Mary)

No 94 Jan 27

Ezra Chase Feb 4 1796 Coldrain Franklin Co. Mass Julia Wells (deceased) Feb 26 1804
Greenfield Franklin Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity
(Tizrah Chase acting proxy for Julia, deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Orson
Pratt & Pres B. Young at 20 m to 2 F.D.R. Clerk

No 95 Jan 27

Hyrum Smith (deceased) Feb 9, 1800 Louisa Sanger Mar 26 1812 Lincolin Grafton Co.
New Hampshire, were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Reuben Miller
acting proxy for the deceased Patriarch) by Amasa Lyman Reuben Miller & Louisa
Smith were then sealed husband & wife for time [43][44] by Amasa Lyman in presence
of N. K. Whitney & John Scott at 2 o.c. F.D.R. Clerk
No 96 Jan 27

John Stephenson (deceased) March 1770 Longdon Lancashire England. Catherine Binford March 1770 Brotherton Sancashire England were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (William Blackhurst acting proxy for the deceased) William Blackhurst & Catherine Stephenson were then sealed husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of William Felshaw & Gad Yale at 20 m to 4 F.D.R. Clerk

No 97 Jan 27

Gad Yale Aug 21 1790 Bristol Hartford Co. Conn Hannah Barnes (deceased) Nov 1795 Burlington Hartford were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Alphia Woodman Sandborn acting proxy for the deceased) Prest Joseph Smith (deceased Dec 3-23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vermont & Alphia Woodman Sandborn Aug 28 1795 Sandburg N. Hampshire were sealed husband & wife for time & all eternity by (Gad Yale acting proxy for pres J. Smith deceased) Gad Yale & Alphia Woodman Smith were sealed husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of J. D. Lee & Levi Richards at 5 m to 5 eve F.D. Richards Clerk

[44][45]

No 98 Jan 27

Pres Joseph Smith (deceased) Dec 23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt. Cordelia Calista Morley Nov 28 1823 Kirtland Geauga Co. Ohio were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Frederick Walker Cox acting proxy for the deceased) Frederick W. Cox & Cordelia Carissa Smith were sealed Husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of Prest Brigham Young Issac Morley at 25 m to 6 F.D. R. Clerk

No 99 Jan 27

Alvin Horr Sept 5 1799 Shutesbury Harriet Clarke Mass (deceased) Llurinda Marsh (deceased) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Sarah Davis acting proxy for both the deceased persons above named) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Pres. B. Young & J. D. Lee at 15 m to 6 F.D.R. Clerk

No 100 Jan 27
Horace Sunderland Eldridge Feb 6, 1816 Bruechus Cayuga Co N. Y. Mary Ann Chase (deceased) Apr 18 1823 Yale Boone Co N.Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by (Betsy Ann Chase acting proxy for [45][46] Mary Selina Chase deceased) by Amasa Lyman J. D. Lee & Pres B. Young at 10 m past 6 eve F.D.R. Clerk

No 102 Jan 27

Nathan Pinkham (deceased) July 12 1786 Sidney Kennebec Co. Maine.

Betsy Bradford Dec 12 1788 Farmington Kennebec Co; Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Isaac Morley acting proxy for the deceased) Isaac Morley & Betsy Pinkham were sealed husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of John D. Lee & Prescis Young at 10 m past 7 F.D. Richards Clerk

No 103 Jan 27

Jacob Peart June 3 1801 Alston Cumberland Co. England, Elizabeth Haldin (deceased) Oct 1 1804 Alston Cumberland Co England were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Phoebe Robson acting proxy [46][47] for the deceased) John Thompson (deceased Nov 10 1805 7 Alston Cumberland Co. England Phoebe Robson Aug 31 1805 Alston Cumberland Co England were sealed husband & wife for time & all Eternity by (Jacob Peart acting Proxy for John Thompson deceased) Jacob Peart and Phoebe Thompson were sealed husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of John Kay & J. D. lee at 8 o clock eve F.D. Richards Clerk

No 104 Jan 27

William Cornwall Patten May 24 1799 East mantmeal Chester co Pa, Elizabeth Cooper (deceased) Julia Anna Bench (deceased) Lancaster County PA were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Jane Crouse acting proxy for both the deceased) were sealed by Amasa Lyman in presence of John Kay & John Settt at 20 m past 8 F.D. Richards Clerk

No 105 Jan 27

Amasa Card Aug 11 1816 Fay Somerset Co. Maine Jerusha Ann Richardson May 15 1818 Canaan Somerset Co. Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (John Bair acting proxy for [47][48] the deceased) John Bair & Jerusha Ann Card were
then sealed husband & wife for time Pres Brigham Young in presence of Phineas Richards & Amasa Lyman at 10 m past 9 F.D. R. Clerk

No 106 Jan 28

Samuel Brown Feb 1 1801 Asford Cheshire Co. New Hampshire Harriet Cooper (deceased) 1810 London England were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Lydia Mariah Lathrop acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of George Miller & Harvy Green at 20 m to 10 am F.D. Richards Clerk

No 107 Jan 28

Robert Peterson Nilson (deceased) Feb 2 1784 South Hempstead Queens Co. N. Y. (Long Island) Mary Clark scno ) 1788 Amwell N. Jersey were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (William Carmichael acting proxy for the deceased) William Carmichael Mary Nilson were sealed husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of Harry Green & J. D. Lee at 15m to 11 F.D. R. Clerk

No 108 Jan 28

John Hollister (deceased) Oct 13 - 1799 Kingston N. Y. Vina Clearwater Dec 19 1799 Kingston N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for [48][49] time & all Eternity (Samuel Bent acting proxy for the deceased) Samuel Bent & Vina Hollister were sealed husband & wife for time by Pres B. Young in presence of G. A. Smith & J. D. Lee at 30 m past 12 noon F.D. R. - Clerk

No 109 Jan 28

Don Carlos Smith (deceased) Mar 25 1816 Palmyra Ontario Co. N. Y. Agness Molton Coolbrith July 11 1811 Searborough Cumberland Co. Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (George Albert Smith acting proxy for the deceased) G. A. Smith and Agness Molton Smith were then sealed husband & wife for time by Pres B. Young in presence of N. K. Whitney & J. D. Lee at 1 o clock F.D. R. Clerk
No 110 Jan 28

Marcellus Mc Cowen Sept 9 1807 Pnmpey Onondaga Co. N. Y. Phoebe Weston (deceased) Mar 13 1806 Freeport Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Susan Ann Lamoreaux acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of H. C. Kimball & Vilate Kimball at 30 m past 1 F.D. R. Clerk

No 111 Jan 28

William Allred (deceased) Jan 19 1791 Franklin Co. Georgia Sally Warren Nov 25 1794 Caswell Co. N. Carolina (James Allred acting proxy [49][50] for the deceased were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by H. C. Kimball in presence of Willard Richards & Ezra T. Benson, James Allred & Sally Allred were then sealed husband & wife for time by & in the presence of the above written persons at 5 m to 5 eve James Allred & wife presented Sally to her husband at the Alter F.D. R. Clerk

No 112 Jan

Amasa Lymanar 30 1813 Lyman Grafton Co New Hampshire Harriett Pamela Partridge (deceased) Jan 1 1822 Painsville Geauga Co Ohio were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Caroline Ely Lyman acting proxy for the deceased) by- Ester Gleason (deceased) July 18 1823 was also sealed to Amasa Lyman as his wife for time & all Eternity ( Louisa Martin Lyman acting proxy for Ester Gleason dead) by H. C. Kimball in presence of Pres B. Young P. P. Pratt at 6 o clock F.D.R. Clerk

No 113 Jan

Jeremiah Willey Nov 6 1804 Northfield, Merrimac Co. N. Hampshire Hannah Pressey (deceased) Bathsheba Stevens (deceased) Concord New Hampshire were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by (Samantha Call [50][51] acting proxy for both the deceased) by Pres B. Young in presence of Erastus Snow & J. D. Lee at 25 m past 9 eve F.D. R. Clerk
No 114 Jan 28

Edward Weaver (deceased) Aug 1799 Saratoga Saratoga Co N. Y. Martha Raymer July 8 1804 Pittstown Rensselaer Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (William Draper acting proxy for the deceased) William Draper & Martha Weaver were sealed husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of Pinesas Richards & J. D. L. Young at 20 m to 9 eve F.D. R. Clerk

No 115 Jan 28

Luman Andrews Shirtliff Mar 13 1809 Montgomery Hampden Co. Mass Eunice Bagg Gaylord (deceased) Jun 20 1810 Springfield Hampton Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Alsamima Gaylord acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of John Scott & Bradford Elliott at 10 m past 11 am F.D. R. Clerk

No 116 Jan 29

Charles Hopkins Feb 20 1810 Burlington Co N. Jersey Anna Sheel (deceased) Philadelph a city Pa. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Lydia Ohio acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman [51][52] in presence of John Scott & J. D. L. Young at 5 am past 12 F.D.R. Clerk

No 117 Jan 28

James Cassen (deceased) Apr 6 1814 Whitehaven Corn Hedance Co Scotland Mary Wilson Dec 1 1814 Forest of Balland Yorkshire England were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by (William Farrington Cahoon acting proxy for the deceased) Mary A. Cahoon & Mary Cassen were sealed husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman In presence of H. C. Kimball & Pres B. Young at 5 m past 1 F.D.R. Clerk

No 118 Jan 27

Thomas Kington May 1 1794 Bodman Herefordshire England. Hannah Pitt (deceased) Jan 12 1802 Dymock Glonceshire England were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all
Eternity Margaret Pisel acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Bradford Elliott & F. D. L. Young at 2 o.c. F. D. R. Clerk

No 119 Jan 29

Elijah Kingupp Fuller June 13 1811 Mindham Greene Co. N. Y. Harriet Loomis (deceased) Aug 13 1814 Mindham Greene Co New York were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Catherine Walker acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of H. C. Kimball & Bradford Elliott at 20 m past 1-2 F.D. R. Clerk

[52][53]

No 120 Jan 29

Patriarch Hyrum Smith (Martyred Feb 9 -1799- Sept 5 1799 1800 Tumbridge Orange Vermont Susan Ives Apr 14-1789 Boston Middlesex Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time &

all Eternity (Edward Tuttle acting proxy for the deceased) Edward Tuttle & Susan Smith were sealed Husband & Wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of James Brown & Bradford Elliott & Mary Smith at 25 m to 3 F.D.R. Clerk

No 121 Jan 29

William Richey Feb 1 1796 Newbury Newbury Co. South Carolina Nancy Ridge (deceased) Chaokee Nation, Tennessee, were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Margaret Adain acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball In presence of W. Richards & Amasa Lyman at 10 m past 6 eve F.D.R. Clerk

No 122 Jan 27

Priddy Meeks Aug 29 1795 Grenville Co. S. Caroline Mary Bartlett (deceased) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Sarah Mahurin acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Phineas Richards & Lucian N. Scovil at 20 m past 9 F.D. R. Clerk
No 123 Jan 30

Gideon Hayden Carter (deceased) C Charlotte Woods May 20 1814 Sangesfield N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by (Isaac Higbee acting proxy for the deceased) Isaac Higbee & Charlotte Carter were sealed husband & wife for time by Pres. B. Young in presence of Amasa Lyman & W. Richards at 12 F.D. R. Clerk

No 124 Jan 30

Joshua Smith (deceased) Mar 1788 Noblesborough, Kenndale Co Maine Sarah Baldwin May 15 1794 Ohio Berkshire Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Peter Haws acting proxy for the deceased) Peter Haws & Sarah Smith were sealed husband & wife for time by Pres B. Young in presence of Amasa Lyman & W. Richards at 15 m past 12 F.D. R. Clerk

No 125 Jan 30

Hyrum Smith (martyred) Feb 9 1800 Turnbridge Orange -Sharon Windsor- Co Vermont Polly Miller Oct 18 1795 Bedford Westchester Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Samuel Bent acting proxy for the deceased) Samuel Bent & Polly Smith were sealed husband & wife for time by Pres B. Young [54] [55] in presence of Willard Richards & Amasa Lyman at 15 m to 2 F.D. R. Clerk

No 126 Jan 30

Asa Manchester Sept 15 1809 Rhode Island Julia Ann Burnham (deceased) Oct 18 1808 Mexico Orange Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Madeline Hopy Burnham acting proxy for the deceased) By Amasa Lyman in presence of Willard Richards & J. D. L. Young at 15 m to 3 F.D. R. Clerk
No 127 Jan 30

Hyrum Smith (Martyred) Feb 9 1800 Turnbridge Orange -Sharon Windsor- Co Vermont Lydia

Dibble Apr 5 1790 Granby Hartford Co. Connectuit were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by (John Taylor acting proxy for the deceased) John Taylor & Lydia Smith were then

sealed husband & wife for time by Pres B. Young in presence of O. Pratt & Willard Richards at 5 m to 5 eve

No 128 Jan 30

Erastus Snow Nov 9 1818 S. Johnsbury Caledonia Co. Vermont Louisa King White (deceased) May 14 1817 Northbridge, mecester co. Mass were [55][56] sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Minera White Snow acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. B. Young in presence of Willaim Snow & F. D. J. Young at 5 m to 6 F.D. R. Clerk

No 129 Jan 31

Pres Joseph Smith (Martyred ) Dec 23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt. Rhoda Richards Aug 8 17811 Hopkington Middlesex Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Pres. B. Young acting proxy for the deceased) Pres. B. Young & Rhoda Richards were sealed Husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of Orson Hyde & Evan M. Greete at 5

m past 11 F.D. R. Clerk

No 130 Jan 31

Lucius Nelson Scoivil Mar 18 1806 Middlebury, New Haven Co. Conn Lura Snow (deceased) Mar 11 1807 Bechet Berkshire Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Alice Hurst acting proxy for the deceased) by Heber C. Kimball in presence of Willard Richards & Evan Greenr at 20 m past 11 F.D. R. Clerk

No 131 Jan 31
John Clark Nov 12 1779 Roesanallis Queens Co. Ireland Mary Pole (deceased) were sealed [56][57]. Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Mary Nadings acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of Orson Pratt & Evan M. Greene at 25 past 12 F.D. R. Clerk

No 132 Jan 31

Thomas Travis Apr 1-1792 Leylaand Lancashire England Jane Smallley (deceased) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Mary Derbyshire acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of Pres B. Young at 20 m to 3 F.D. R. Clerk

No 133 Jan 31

Henry Andrew Bauermaiser (deceased) 1754 Brownsewich Brownsewich Co. Dukedom of Baden Hansnah Barbard Ricken, Mar 25- 1783 Newsloch Jdelburg, Dukedom of Baden were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (John Zundel acting proxy for the deceased) John Zundell & Hannah Barbara Bauermaister were then sealed husband & wife for time & by H. C. Kimball in presence of Orson Pratt & Samuel Russell at 5 m to 4 F.D. R Clerk

No 134

David Manhard Aug 16 1802 Elizabethtown, Johnstown District [57][58] Upper Canada Astenisia Hilburn (deceased) Dec 23 1817 Elizabethtown Johnstown District Upper Canada were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Mary Jane Swasey acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres.B. Young in presence of S. W. Richards & John Ray Kay at 5 m to 5 F.D. R Clerk

No 135 Jan 31

Jacob B. Bigler Apr 4 1813 Harrison Co VA Mary Ann Boggers (deceased) July 23 1822 Harrison C. VA were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Amy Lorett Chase acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. B. Young in presence of S. W. Richards at 6 o’clock & O. Pratt F.D. R. Clerk
John Hophold Blazard Feb 26 1803 Newton, Weston Yorkshire England Sarah Newell (deceased) Feb 6 1801 Newton weston Yorkshire England, Betsy Miller (deceased) Manchester Lancashire Eng; were sealed husband & wife for time & all eternity (Sarah Scarey acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres B. Young in presence of Erastus Snow & William Snow at 20 m to 7 eve-

[58][59]

No 136 Jan 31

Brigham Young June 1 1801 - Whingtham , Windham Co. Vermont John Parker Greene (deceased) Sept 3 1792 Newport Rhode Island. Rhoda Young (deceased) Sept 10 - 1789 Hopkington Middlesex Co Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Pres B. Young acting proxy for J. P. Greene deceased) & Mary Eliza Nelson acting proxy for Rhoda Young deceased)

Mary Eliza Nelson Nov 24. 1812 Poughkeepsie Duchess Co. N. Y. & J. P. Greene (deceased) were sealed husband & wife for time & all eternity (Pres. B. Young acting proxy for J. P. Greene) Pres. B. Young and Mary Eliza Greene were sealed husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of Erastus Snow & William Snow & N. K. Whitney at 20 m past 7 F.D. Richards Clerk

No 137 Jan 31

Simeon Andrews Sept 16- 1798 Buxton York Co. Maine

Betsy Bradbury (deceased) 1807 Hollis York Co Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Doreas Milliken acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of Orson Spencer & C. C. Rich at 8 eve F. D. Richards Clerk

[59][60]

No 138 Jan 31

Jacob Er Tsney July 4 1805 Palmyra Ontario Co. N. Y. Catharine Brown (deceased) Nov 1803 Niagara, Lincoln Co. Upper Canada were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Maria Moria Riley acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of C. C. Rich & Phineahas Richards at 15 m past 8 eve F.D. R. Clerk
No 139 Jan 31

James McFate Apr 19 1804 Mercer Co. PA. Elizabeth Williams (deceased) Feb 1-1801
Frederick Co., Virginia were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Lucy Thompson Lisk acting proxy for the deceased) By H. C. Kimball in presence of Phineas Richards & Edwin Little at 2 o’clock F.D. R. Clerk

No 140 Feb 2

Joseph Knight Nov 3- 1772 -Oakham Worester Co Massachusetts Polly Pcek (deceased)
Apr 6 1774 Guilford Windham Co. Vermont were sealed Husband & Wife for time &
all Eternity (Phebe Crosby acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres B. Young in presence
of L. N. Scovil & J. D. L. Young at 20 m past 2 p.m. F. D. Richards Clerk

[60][61]

No 141 Feb 2

William Atkins Gheen (deceased) Sept 1799 Dovingtown Chester Co. Pa Esther Ann
Pierce Dec 24 1801 Lancaster Ches Co Pa were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all
Eternity (Ellis Mendenhall Sanders acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball in
presence of Amasa Lyman & William D. Huntington Ellis M. Sanders & Ester Ann
Gheen then were sealed husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of W. P.
Huntington & Amasa Lyman at 4 o clock p.m. F.D. Richards Clerk

No 142 Feb 2

Pres Joseph Smith (Martyred) Dec -3- 23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt.
Zina Diantha Huntington Jan 31 1821 Matertown, Jefferson Co. N. Y.
were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Prest Brigham Young
acting proxy for the deceased) Brigham Young & Zina Diantha Smith
were sealed Husband & wife for time by H. C. Kimball in presence of William B.
Huntington & Henry B. Jacobs & J. D. L. Young, Henry B., Jacobs expressed his
willingness that it should be so in presence of these witnesses done at 15 m to 6
Franklin. D. Richards Clerk

No 143 Feb 2
Luther Sweat (deceased) about 1804 [61][62] Sally Elmer Sept 20 1813 L. Canada were
sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (John Loveliss acting proxy for the
deceased) John Loveless acting and Sally Sweet were sealed husband & wife for time by
Pres. B. Young in presence of Henry B. Jacobs & J. D. L. Young at 15 m to 6 eve F.D.
R. Clerk

No 144 Feb 2
Hosea Stout Sept 15-1810 mercer KY Samantha Peck (deceased) Oct 12, 1821 N. Y. were
sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Louisa Taylor acting proxy for the
deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of Edmund Ellsworth & J. D. L. Young at 9 o
clock F.D. R. Clerk

No 145 Feb 3 46
George Pack (deceased) 1769 N. Jersey Phylote Green May 20 1774 East Greenwich
Rhode Island were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (John Pack acting
proxy for the deceased) by Pres. H. C. Kimball in presence of Caleb Baldwin & Amasa
Lyman at 5 m past 11 a.m. F.D. Richards Clerk

No 146 Feb 3
Joel Hills Johnson Mar 23 1802 Rafton Worcester Co. Mass -Susan Bryant Aug 28 1812
Vergennes Addison Co. Vermont proxy Aima Pixey Johnson (deceased) Aug 7 1800
Canaan Grafton Co N. Hampshire [62][63] were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all
Eternity (Susan Bryant acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. Brigham Young in
presence of John Smith, Caleb Baldwin at 15 m to 12 F.D. R. Clerk

No 147 Feb 3
Peter Joseph Fory Dec 24 1777 Bockar District of Lubmaritz Bohemia Kingdom Sophia Meiers (deceased) Sept 14 1784 Calke District of westphalia , Prussia Catherine Joseph (deceased) -at-(age unknown) city of New York were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Elizabeth Fory acting proxy for each of the deceased) (she being Peter J. Fory's daughter) by H. C. Kimball in presence of John Smith & Amasa Lyman at 1 o'clock F.D. R. Clerk

No 148 Feb 3

Charles Blancher Thompson Jan 27 1814 Nesayuna, Schenecdedy Co. N. Y. Elizabeth Jenks (deceased) Feb 11 1818 Bath Steuben Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Catherine Ann Thompson acting proxy for Elizabeth Jenks deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Phineas H. Young & J. D. Lee Young at 20 m to 2 p.m. F.D. Richards Clerk

No 149 Feb 3

William Ellis Murray Kimball, Florida Montgomery New York Oct 4, 1802 Hellen Sarvid (deceased) 1811 East Hoornfield Ontario N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Mary Spring acting proxy for Hellen Manay deceased) by Pres. Brigham Young in [63][64] in presence of G. A. Smith & Amasa Lyman at half past 3 o'clock P. M. F.D. R. Clerk

No 150 Feb 3 46

Austin Cravath (deceased) Connectict Eliza Doty Fairfield Heckimen New York were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (William Ellis Murray Kimball acting proxy for Austin Cravath deceased) Wm E. M. Kimball & Eliza Cravath were sealed husband & wife for time by Pres. B. Young in presence of G. A. Smith & Amasa Lyman at half past 3 o'clock F.D. R. Clerk

151 Feb 3 46

William Pitt Kimball Aug 16, 1813 Glausestershier England Caroline Smith (deceased) Apr 5 1815 Middlesex London England were sealed Husband & Wife for time and for all Eternity Cornelia Melvina Divine Kimball acting proxy for Carolina Smith
(deceased) by Amasa Lymaan in presence of J. M. Bernhisel Smith & Wandall Mace at 15 m to 5 eve F.D. R. Clerk

No 152 Feb 3 46

William Taylor (deceased) Mar 22 1790 North Carolina -Elizabeth Patrick Dec 9, 1795 Virginia were sealed Husband & Wife for time and for all Eternity (James Allred acting proxy for William Taylor deceased) by Jannes Allred & Elizabeth Taylor were sealed husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of [64][65] Wandall Mace & John M Bernheisel Smith at 10 m to 5 eve F.D. R. Clerk

No 153 Feb 3 46

John Milton Bernheisel June 23 1799 Tyrone, Cumberland Co Pennsylvania this day came to the sacred Alter in the upper room of the House of the Lord founded by Pres Joseph Smith (Martyred) the Prophet Seer & Revelator to the Church and there upon gave himself to Prest Joseph Smith (Martyred) to be come his son by the law of adoption and to become a legal heir to all the blessings bestowed upon Joseph Smith pertaining to exaltations even to the eternal Godhead with a solemn covenant to observe all the rights & ordinances pertaining ot th new and everlasting covenant as far as now is or shall henceforth be made known unto him done in the presence of Patriarch John Smith, Pres. Brigham Young Heber C. Kimball, Amasa Lyman, O. Hyde & George A. Smith at 4 o'clock P. M. F. D. Richards clerk

[65][66]

No 154 Feb 3 46


Nancy Maria Winchester Aug 10 1828 Black Rock Erie Co. N. Y.

were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Heber Chase Kimball acting proxy for the Martyr) by Pres. B. Young Heber C. Kimball & Nancy Maria Smith were sealed Husband & Wife for time by Pres. B. Young in presence of Amasa Llyman & John M. Bernheisel Smith at 25 m to 5 eve F.D. R. Clerk

No 155 Feb 3 46
Samuel Miles Senior Sept 3 1779 North Bradford New Haven Co. Conn Sally Simonds (deceased) 1790 Porlett Rasland Co. Vermont - were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Prudence Marks acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. B. Young in presence of Wandell Mace & A. Lyman at 25 m past 5 F.D. Richards Clerk

No 156 Feb 3 46

Jonathan Hampton (deceased) Apr 10 1811- near Toronto - upper Canada Julia Foster Nov 18-1811 Vienna Kenebee Co. Maine were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity Pres. B. Young acting proxy for the [66][67] deceased) Brigham Young & Julia Hampton were sealed Husband & Wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of Wandell Mace & Miles Romney at 10 m to 6 eve F.D. Richards Clerk

No 157 Jan Feb 3 '46


Eliza Roxcy Snow Jan 21 -1804 Becket Berkshire Co. Mass

were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Pres. B. Young acting proxy for the martyred prophet) Pres. B. Young & Eliza R. Smith were sealed Husband & Wives for time

by H C. Kimball in presence of N. K. Whitney & Theodore Turley & Morris Phelps at 25m past 6 o’clock eve F.D. R. Clerk

No 158 Feb 3 46

Pres. B. Young ' June 1 - 1801 Whitingham, Windham Co. Vermont Maria Chase (deceased) Apr 15-1825 Sharta Livingston Co. N. Y. were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Clarissa Chase acting proxy for the deceased) by H. C. Kimball in presence of N. K. Whitney & Theodore Turley & Morris Phelps at 30 m past 8 F.D. Richards Clerk

[67][68]

No 159 Feb 3 '46

Mary Huston Sept 11 1818 Jackson Stach Co. Ohio were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (H. C. Kimball acting proxy for the martyred prophet) H. C. Kimball & Mary Smith

were sealed Husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of N. K. Whitney & Issac Morley at 10 m past 8 F.D. Richards Clerk

160

No 160 Feb 3 46

James Mulholland (deceased) Sarah Scott Belfast Ireland were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity by (H. C. Kimball acting proxy for the deceased) H. C. Kimball & Sarah Smith

were sealed Husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of N. K. Whitney & Issac Morley & Morris Phelps at 12 m past 9 F. D. Richards Clerk

No 161 Feb 3 46

Jonathan Herriman Holmes Mar 11 1806 Rowley Essex Co. Mass Marietta Carter (deceased) were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Elvira Anna Cowles acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. B. Young in presence of Amasa Lyman & O. Spencer at 10 m past 10 eve F.D. Richards Clerk

[68][69]

No 162 Feb 3 46

Pres Joseph Smith (martyred Dec 23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt.
Elvira Anna Cowles Nov 28 1813 Unadilla Oswego Co. N. Y.
were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Jonathan Herriman Holmes
acting proxy for the deceased) J. H. Holmes & Elvira Anna Smith were sealed Husband
& wife for time by Pres B Young in presence of Amasa Lyman & Orson Spencer at 18 m
past 10 F.D. Richards Clerk

No 163 Feb 4 '46
Helen Mar Kimball Aug 25 1828 Mendon Monroe co. N. Y.
were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity by (Horace Kimball Whitney
acting proxy for the martyr) N. K. Whitney & Helen Mar Smith were sealed Husband &
wife for time by
Pres B. Young in presence of Amasa Lyman & Morris Phelps & N. K. Whitney & H. C.
Kimball at 30 m to 1 am F.D. R. Clerk

No 164 Feb
Horace Kimball Whitney July 25 1820 Kirtland Geauga Co. Ohio Elizabeth Ford Styles
(deceased) 1823 Hasserville Oneida Co N. Y. were sealed [6][70] Husband & Wife for
time & all Eternity (Helen Mar Smith acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. B. Young
in presence of Amasa Lyman & Morris Phelps & N. K. Whitney & H. C. Kimball at 25
m to 1 am F. D. Richards Clerk

No 165 Feb 4 46
James Bell (deceased) Jan, 2 1805 Johnstown, Renfrewshire -ons--England-Scotland
Mary Simon Dec 1-1807 Johnstown Renfrewshire Scotland were sealed Husband & Wife
for time & all Eternity (Hezekiah Peck acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. B. Young
in presence of the same persons Hezekiah Peck & Mary Bell were sealed husband & wife
for time F.D. R.s Clerk
No 166   Feb 4 46
Hezekiah Peck Jan 19 1782 Guilford Windham Co. Vermont Elizabeth Bell (deceased) June 11-1826 Johnstown, Renfrewshire, Scotland were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (acting proxy for the deceased) by Pres. B. Young (& Mary Bell - Acting proxy for Elizabeth Bell deceased) in presence of Morris Phelps & Amasa Lyman at 5 m to 1 am F.D. R. Clerk

[70][71]

No 167. Feb 4 ‘46
Pres Joseph Smith (martyred) Dec 3-23 1805 Sharon Windsor Co. Vt.
Prescindia Lathrop Huntington Sept 7 1810 Waterstown Jefferson Co. N. Y.

were sealed Husband & Wives for time & all Eternity (Heber C. Kimball acting proxy for the martyr) H. C. Kimball & Presendia L. Smith were sealed Husband & wife for time by Amasa Lyman in presence of Prest Brigham Young & N. K. Whitney & Issac Morley at 5 m past 2 am F.D. R. Clerk

No 168   Feb 4, ‘46
Stillman Pond Oct 26 1803 Princton MoreSter Co. Mass Almyre Whitmore (deceased) Aug 20 1800 Hubbardson Worester Co. Mass were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Marie Louisa Davis acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Pres. B. Young & N. K. Whitney at 15 m past 2 F.D. R. Clerk

No 169 Feb 5-46
Richard Woolsey Lee Aug 28 1808 Jessamine Co. N. Y. Sarah Kinworthy (deceased) Aug 12 1809 Virginia were sealed Husband & Wife for time & all Eternity (Hanna Foxall Lee acting proxy for the deceased) by Amasa Lyman in presence of Elijah Fordham Wm Felsaw at 20 m past 9 evening F.D. Richards Clerk
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